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The Craft of Judging Seminar
Court.
The workshop was delivered
by means of lectures, presentations and small group discussions based on scenarios
which provided the participants with an opportunity to
The Institute for Judicial and
Legal Studies (IJLS) had the
privilege for the second time
of hosting a seminar on the
Craft of Judging, conducted
by the Judicial College, an
independent judicial body
and forming part of the judicial office for England and
Wales. The seminar took
place at the seat of IJLS from
the 4

th

to the 7

th

August

2015, with a very prestigious
audience

comprising

of

members of the Mauritian
Judiciary. The tutor Judges
were

Judge

Peter

Jones,

Judge Melanie Lewis and
Judge Paula Gray, who being
full-time Judges, are also
core trainers at the Judicial
College, UK.

The seminar aimed mainly
at further enhancing judicial
officers’

knowledge

exchange views and share experiences with each other.

and

skills. It also provided an
update on current practices
and how these practices assist judges in managing and
solving problems commonly
encountered in different jurisdictions.

Further, several important issues were raised and debated.
Food for thought was served
to the participants to enhance
the existing system and conduct of judicial officers in
general. Overall, the seminar
proved to be a success follow-

The main focus of the sessions was directed towards
case management, judicial
ethics, addressing the need
of vulnerable parties and
witnesses in proceedings,
assessing the credibility of
witnesses, preparing judgments and conducting oneself as a Judge in and out of

ing in light of excellent feedback received participants.
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interviews
authorised

judicial

office dence and procedure and,

holders receive to enable where

appropriate,

subject

them to obtain a practical expertise;
understanding of the rele- 

the acquisition and im-

vant law, practice and pro- provement of judicial skills
Judge Peter Jones
Circuit Judge (Family)

cedure and of the judicial including, where appropriate,
skills required to the deal leadership and management

We understand that the Ju- with the type of cases which
skills;
dicial College is responsible
will come before them; and
 the social context within
for training the judiciary in
which judging occurs.
England and Wales. How
Continuation Training A variety of training methods
often should members of the which provides already
are used including residential
judiciary be trained and
authorised Judges with an training events, small group
what is the purpose of such opportunity to review and
sessions, e-letters and distance
training?
develop their knowledge learning programmes.
The Judicial College in Eng- and skill in managing and
It is felt that the most effecland and Wales provides determining cases in partive face-to-face training is
training to a professional ticular jurisdictions. The
that which involves active
standard for all judicial of- production of an Annual
participation by Judges in a
fice holders in order to en- Prospectus for both Courts
supportive environment that
able them to discharge their and Tribunal Judiciary algives them the chance to
judicial functions effectively lows Judges to plan their
practise and develop their
and also to enhance public own personal education
judicial skills. Most semiconfidence in the justice sys- programme by choosing
nars are therefore highly
from a range of seminars
tem.
participative, with an emand other training options.
phasis on individual and
Core judicial training falls,
broadly, into two types:

Judicial training has three
elements:
substantive

set-piece lectures and presentations. The small groups

Induction Training which all
newly appointed and newly 

small group work rather than

law,

evi- are facilitated by experienc-
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ed, trained Judges who act

important that Judges con- fair and public hearing by an

as course tutors.

sult their court manager

independent and impartial

before committing them- tribunal in the determination
Judicial training is designed

selves to training activities

of his rights and obligations

and delivered by practising in order to minimise the and of any criminal charge
judicial office holders or by effect on court business of
trainers

with

professional

appropriate
skills

under

against him.

their absence from court
with

the

consequential A judge must not only be

judicial direction. Judicial

need to arrange, and the

independent but must also

office holders who design

cost of, judicial cover.

appear to the reasonable ob-

and deliver judicial training

server to be independent.

will receive training and

Continuing education is a Actual independence is not

advice for that purpose.

mandatory requirement and enough. A judge must avoid

Judges are not permitted to currently salaried Judges anything that gives to the
undertake work in a new

(except High Court Judges)

reasonable observer the ap-

jurisdiction or fresh area of

are required to attend one pearance of partiality or bias

law without receiving ap-

two-day national seminar and it should be remembered

propriate induction training. each year.

that impartiality applies both

Thereafter Judges are ex-

to the decision and to the

pected to take responsibility To what extent can a Judge process by which the decifor their own training needs

allow himself not to be sion is reached.

and to ensure that they re-

recused from a case?

ceive regular training in the
work they are authorised to

Before dealing with the

There is actual bias where

The amount of release time

specific question posed, I there is direct, or very
will set out the general strong, evidence that the
principles as to recusal judge has taken completely

from sitting duties available

against the party in question,

do.

with particular reference to

matter for the senior judici-

the relevant sections of the closing his or her mind
Mauritian Code for Judi- against the party and being
cial Conduct (“MC”).
obviously bent on deciding

ary and the Judicial College

the case in a particular way

to each Judge to undertake
continuation training is a

whilst at the local level it is

Everyone is entitled to a

from the outset. I would sug-
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gest that such bias is rare

continue to participate in

and easily recognised.

proceedings

rather

than

may not give rise to a real

withdraw if the parties possibility of bias since cirApparent bias is much less

agree in writing or on the cumstances vary infinitely

easy to identify as being record
sufficient

grounds

for

recusal.

that

the

judge and everything will depend

should do so. This provi- on the facts of the case
sion relates to the situation which may include the nawhere a judge might other-

MC r. 4.5 provides that the

ture of the issue to be de-

wise be disqualified on cided, nevertheless it is sub-

judge shall disqualify him- grounds specified in r. 4.6 mitted that judges should not
self or herself from partici-

and it should be remem- be quick to recuse them-

pating in any proceedings

bered that, even where the selves since such a course

in which the judge is unable

parties are content for the would lead to inevitable ad-

to decide the matter impar-

judge to continue, it re- journments to the prejudice

tially or in which a reason-

mains a decision for the of both parties and will act

able, fair-minded and in- judge alone as to whether

as an encouragement to the

formed person might be-

he or she does in fact do making of similar allega-

lieve that the judge is un-

so.

tions on future occasions..

Turning now to the spe-

Judges must resist the temp-

able to decide the matter
impartially.
The MC provides some examples

of

situations

in

which the judge might feel
it necessary to withdraw
from the case. It also helpfully provides guidance for
the judge as to how such
occasions might be minimised.
MC r.4.8 provides that the
judge may participate or

cific question posed, it is tation to recuse themselves
important to bear in mind simply because it would be
that MC r.4.10 makes clear

more comfortable to do so

that the judge has a duty to since if judges recuse themperform the functions of selves whenever a litigant
the judicial office and that

(represented

or

unrepre-

litigants do not have a sented) criticises them, litiright to choose their own gants would be in the posijudge.

tion of being able to select
judges to hear their cases

While it is likely to be im- simply by criticising all the
possible to define or list all

judges that they did not

the factors which may or

want.
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It is submitted that the judge should bear in mind the general duty to try the cases in his or
her list and the listing burden and delay which may be occasioned by a recusal. In addition,
there may be situations of necessity or urgency where a judge will decide that a hearing is
required in the interests of justice notwithstanding the existence of arguable grounds in favour of disqualification provided that the potential cause for disqualification is disclosed on
the record
Put shortly, judges should (i) so conduct themselves, both in and out of court, so as to minimise the occasions upon which it might become necessary for them to recuse themselves, (ii)
be conscious of their public duty to perform the functions of their office including to try the
cases in their lists, (iii) bear in mind the principle that litigants do not have the right to
choose the judge who deals with their case and finally, (iv) never use recusal as an excuse to
avoid dealing with the cases they do not want to do.
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interview
The one particularity about the Mauritian bench that has struck
you at first glance?
What struck me about the judges from the Mauritian bench within a
very short time was their collegiality, and such support is important,
even necessary given that judging is generally an isolating
role. What struck me later during the courses was the judge’s absolute professionalism. I was highly impressed at the way in which
they tackled the high conflict scenarios which were designed to prePaula Gray

sent some of the most challenging things that could happen in court,

Upper Tribunal

and of course they happened in a very short timeframe! All the

Judge

judges dealt with the various crises that arose in a calm and collected

way, which was the perfect approach and frequently diffused the difficulty.

How far is demeanour important in your assessment of the person standing in the witness box?
I do not think that it is easy to ignore demeanour; nor is that the right approach. I do think,
however, that in view of the amount of evidence from the highly regarded discipline of psychology that we must not fall into the trap of believing that as judges we have some special
gene that enables us to look at people and decide whether or not they are telling the truth. We
need to use the evidence from the psychological studies to inform ourselves about truth and
lie telling behaviour, and most of all we must be aware of the perils of confirmation bias, that
is coming to a preliminary view on the papers or early in that case, and then unconsciously
seeking evidence to support that preliminary view rather than asking questions which may
disprove that premise. Armed with some knowledge I think that we can make use of demeanour in a smarter way than we have maybe done historically.
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interview
How different should a disabled witness be treated as compared
to a normal witness?
The challenge for the Judge is to make the court accessible to all in
accordance with the Oath that they took on appointment. Experience shows that witnesses vary in their ability to give evidence, so
Melanie Lewis

no assumptions should be made and a flexible procedure should be

Upper Tribunal

adopted.

Judge
It is good practice if procedures exist to identify a witness with an obvious disability in advance so that arrangements can be made. Any adjustments must be reasonable but very often small practical steps are all that are needed. Is the Court room suitable for someone
with mobility issues? Will a witness need more breaks? Do documents need to be printed
in a larger font? If you are not sure, then ask the witness what they need.
What are the limitations for a judge to socialise in public places and through social
media?
All Judges are bound by the Bangalore Principles and must accept that there are more restrictions placed on them than an ordinary citizen. They need to be particularly careful
about socialising in settings with a political agenda. At all times they need to be aware that
they may be subject to allegations of actual and perceived bias, but Judges do need to socialise in the wider world so that they bring an understanding of social issues to their work.
Many Judges will not go on Social Media sites. One of the greatest dangers is that you cannot control the information once it is out there. Ask yourself before you register on Facebook or whether you understand how to use the privacy settings?
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The IJLS wishes to thank all actors, participants and tutor judges for the striking success of
the “Craft of Judging” seminar
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